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Profiles the lives of men and women who have dared to trust God, sometimes with their 
last dime, and as a result, experienced the miraculous provison of God for their personal 
needs.

Other Books
Living Beyond Your Dream-World, Wasting a dream is like wasting a life, and a life without a 
dream is a hopeless one. We don't dream to attract attention or recognition; to be 
applauded by families and well-wishers. We do dream because our lives are dependent on 
it. 'Real dreamers' never quit, even when it seems like giving up. They are aware of the fact 
that the dreams they possess are tried and tested. They comprehend that without the 
hurdles, these dreams fail to survive the test of time. No man prays for his dreams to be 
opposed; but the fact still remains: It's inevitable. 'Literal dreamers' only imagine and 
assume. They paint the maginified pictures of their lives but never strive to make them 
happen. ‘Real dreamers’ never deal with assumptions; they believe and act. One thing is to 
dream, and another, to act on it to make it a reality. It's biblically written that faith without 
work is dead. A dream without an effort hits the rock. So therefore, keep your aspirations 
alive with the right nutrients. As long as you can breath, your 'dreams' can breathe also. 
«Living Beyond Your Dream World» is a book which will energize your body, soul and spirit 
to be part of the 'Dream Census'; thus, making the dream alive. DIG DEEPER! DREAM 
BIGGER!! IT’S YOUR TIME TO SHINE!!!
�����. Remember, any man who wants to  live  does anything  possible  to make it happen 
irrespective of the confrontations and accusing fingers around. So, if you want your 
aspirations to become a reality, don't be intimidated by the hurdles; ..."
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